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SUMMARY

The NASA Ames and Lewis Research Centers, in conjunction wlth the Army

Research and Technology Laboratories have initiated and completed, in part, a

Joint research program focused on improving the performance, maneuverability

and operating characteristics of rotorcraft by integrating the flight and

propulsion controls. The background of the program, its supporting programs,
its goals and objectives, and an approach to accomplish them are discussed in

thls paper. Results of the modern control governor design of the 1700 and the

Rotorcraft Integrated Fllght-Propulslon Control Study, which were key elements
of the program, are also presented.

BACKGROUND

Dynamics interface problems involving the englne/fuel control and the

hellcopter rotor/alrframe have been around for a long time. They include

engine torque and fuel control system oscillations, multl-englne load-sharlng,

undesirable rotor speed variations during maneuvers, and excessive helicopter

vibration. The helicopter rotor and drive train system have lightly damped

torsional dynamic modes which are within the bandwidth of the engine fuel

control system as shown In figure I. lhls figure is a bar chart of fre-

quencies at which various dynamic modes commonly occur in rotorcraft. It also

shows the frequency ranges involved in rotorcraft design and analysis tasks
and that the majority of these tasks require models that are accurate in a

frequency range up to lO hertz. In addition, the trend towards using lower

inertia rotor systems in modern helicopters reduces the level of kinetic

energy stored in the system and makes the rotor even more susceptible to large

variations in its rotational speed during rapid maneuvers. These rotor and

speed transients can increase pilot workload and can eventually lead to under-

utlllzatlon of the aircraft's maneuvering capablllty because of pilot

apprehension.
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Toward the end of the 1970's the U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory
instituted a contractural program designed to provide a complete report of
past and present engine/airframe/drive-train dynamic interface problems. The
result of thls effort was a series of reports from several helicopter airframe
manufacturers who documented their specific problems with vehicles developed
over the last several years (refs. 1 to 5). The ultimate benefit was to be
the accumulation of data that would eventually lead to a solution of these

generic dynamic interaction-type problems. Although much of the documentation
dwelt upon vibration and oscillatory loading problems related to rotor harmon-
lcs excitations, stability and response problems associated with the combining
of two or more components or systems were universally stated. Dynamic Inter-
face problems of this type are among the last to be seen in the design of a
subsystem such as an engine since they involve the presence of another sub-
system such as a drive train and rotor.

The dynamic interface problems that are not anticipated In the design
stage can surface later In the ground or flight test phases of a helicopter
development program, requiring costly add-on modifications to "fix" the prob-
lems. The prediction of, and solution of, these problems require complemen-
tary interaction between manufacturers and the several technical disciplines.
In future years, the satisfactory design of fully integrated systems will
require more coordination among the airframe, engine, and control
manufacturers.

PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECIIVES

To examine potentlal benefits that might accrue from integrating the

flight and propulsion controls, NASA Lewis and NASA Ames initiated a Joint

program to investigate advanced concepts in digital active fllght-propulslon

controls aimed at (1) improving precision flight path control, (2) expanding

the operational flight envelope, and (3) reducing pilot workload. These

goals are accomplished by applying a systems approach to the design of an

integrated fllght-propulslon control system to improve performance and han-

dling qualities of the helicopter and evaluating the system through piloted
simulation and actual fllght.

APPROACH

The program orglnally conceived consisted of three phases as shown on
figure 2. Phase I included modeling and analysis and Phase II concerned

itself wlth piloted ground-based simulation with integrated fllght-propulslon

controls. Phase III was a proposed flight hardware and software development

program leading to a flight evaluation which has since been canceled. Phases

I and II were part of an on-golng NASA research and technology base program,

and Phase III was a planned future activity. In executing thls program, a
coordinated effort was made which, in addition to NASA Ames and Lewis Research

Centers, involved the participation of university, industry, and elements of

the Army Aeromechanlcs and Propulsion Laboratories.

In Phase I, effort focused on the development and use of a comprehensive
mathematical model for the combined hellcopter/englne system for nonreal-tlme

simulation of flight dynamics and parametric studies. A specific helicopter/
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engine system, namely an Army/Sikorsky Black Hawk UH-60A wtth tts GE 1700-701
engines is used as the baseline. NASA Lewis Research Center developed the
baseltne TTO0 engine/fuel control system model for integration tnto the Black
Hawk mathematical model. Thts engine model was correlated and validated by
T?O0 ground tests conducted at NASA Lewis. NASA Ames correlated and validated
the total system model with Black Hawk flight test data. The primary research
emphasis of thts phase of the program was to determine and quantify the key
parameters that significantly Influence the engine/helicopter rotor/airframe
coupling and overall systems performance. Piloted simulations using both the
vehicle and propulsion models developed by the respective flight and propul-
sion centers were conducted on the Vertical Rotlon Simulator (VRS) as depicted
tn figure 3 to assess the influences of those key system parameters on the
handling quallttes for important missions such as NOE fltght, helicopter air
combat, and search and rescue operations.

Coordinated contract effort and tn-house research was pursued In Phase II
of the program to develop integrated flight-propulsion control concepts. The
contract effort tnvolved a team of engine fuel control specialists and engine
and airframe manufacturers. Promising concepts were evaluated on the non-
linear helicopter-engine model over a wide range of fltght conditions and then
further assessed using ground-based simulations and engine test. The merits
were evaluated with respect to handling qualities, ptlot workload, maneuver
performance, engine performance, and mlsston capability using representative
military and civil mission tasks.

SUPPORTING PROGRARS

A number of supporting programs sponsored or conducted by NASA and the
Army over the last several years are summarized here to provide background on
previous work that led to and related to the current program.

Engine Governor Response Study

At NASA Ames, under a collaborative program with the Army Aeromechantcs
Laboratory, a sequence of piloted simulation experiments were conducted on the
VRS to investigate, In a generic sense, the effects of engine response, rotor
inertia, rotor speed control, excess power, and vertical sensitivity and
damping on helicopter handling qualities In hover and representative low-speed
NOE operations (refs. 6 to 8). It was found that variations In the engine
governor response ttme can have significant effect on helicopter handltng
qualities as shown in figure 4. Satisfactory (Cooper-Harper ptlot rating)
handling qualities and rotor speed control were achetved only wtth a highly
responsive governor. An effective engine governor ttme constant of no more
than 0.25 seconds was required to achieve a satisfactory level of handltng
qualities over a wtde range of aircraft vertical damping. Increases tn the
effective engine governor ttme constant resulted In poor rotor overspeed and
underspeed control.

In addition to requiring rapid engine response time, an appropriate level
of excess power, or thrust-to-weight ratio, ts required to achieve satis-
factory handling qualities for many maneuvers. The excess power requirements
for the NOE tasks were investigated wlth various l*evels of vehicle vertical
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damping. In addition to the required engine response ttme mentioned earlter,
an appropriate level of excess power as shown In figure 5 was found to be
required to achteve satisfactory handling qualities for the bob-up task eval-
uated. Results indicated that the required level of excess power Is a strong
functton of the verttcal damping and Is minimized at a vertical damping of

around -0.8 radlans per second.

The thrust response of a hellcopter Is influenced not only by engine
governor dynamics and vertlcal damping, but also by the energy stored in the
rotor which is a function of Its Inertia. The experimental results indicated,

however, that increase tn rotor inertia had only a minor but desirable effect
on handling qualities. The effect of handling qualities on requirements for
pilot monitoring and control of rotor speed was found to be significant.
Thus, techniques to relieve the pilot of the task of monitoring and control of
rotor speed warrant serious consideration.

Small Turbojet Engine Program

NASA Lewis and the Army RTL Propulsion Laboratory have participated In a
cooperative program to conduct digital controls research for small turboshaft
engines (ref. 9). The emphasis of the program Is on engine test evaluation of
advanced modern control logic using a flexible microprocessor-based digital
control system. The digital control system used Is designed specifically for
research on advanced control logic. Control software Is stored in programable
memory. New control algorithms may be stored in a floppy dtsk and loaded tnto
memory to facilitate comparative evaluation of different advanced control
modes. Software checkout is accomplished prior to engine test by connecting

the dlgttal control to a real-tlme hybrid simulation of the engine.

The engine used in the facility was a General Electric YT700. The hydro-
mechanical control was modified to allow electrohydraultc fuel metering and
variable guide vane actuation by the research dlgttal control. The research
objective was to demonstrate improved power turbine speed governing using
modern control theory as compared to the baseline governor control.

Modern Control Governor Design Study

Under the program described above, General Electric recently completed a
study under contract to NASA Lewis for the design of a turboshaft speed gov-
ernor using modern control techniques (ref. 10). Among the objectives of this
research program was a requirement to design a high performance power turbine
speed governor using modern control methods. A power turbine governor was
designed using the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) method of full state
feedback control. A Kalman ftlter observer was used to estimate helicopter
matn rotor blade velocity. Simulation results, as shown In figure 6, show
that the modern control provides better rotor speed governing than the base-
line control. Shown is the power turbine speed response to an acceleration
caused by a 40 to 70 percent collective pitch increase In 0.1 second. The
transients were made with the Black Hawk rotor using the nonlinear DISCUS
model, the manufacturer's reference performance standard transient model model
of the T700 engine, without load demand spindle compensation. Overall, com-
pared to the baseline _700 power turbine speed governor, the LQR governor tn
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thts study reduced droop up to 25 percent for a 490 shaft horsepower transient
In 0.1 second simulating a wind gust, and up to 85 percent for a 700 shaft
horsepower transient tn 0.5 second s_mulating a large collective pitch angle
transient. Unfortunately, the control design was never evaluated experl-
montally since the program was terminated at NASA Lewis. More detail on the
modern control technique used In this study follow later In thts paper.

Adapttve Fuel Control Program

The Adaptive Fuel Control program, sponsored by the Army ATL Research and
Technology Laboratories, ts an outgrowth of the full authority dtgltal elec-
tronic control used on the ATOE (refs. 11 to 13). The objective of Phase I,
the feasibility Investigation, was to determine the feasibility of designing
an electronic control with the capability of adapttng Its control character-
tstlcs uhtle tn operation to optimize engine performance. The first step was
to ldenttfy the prospective adaptive concepts to be investigated and then
analyze them using a flight dynamics simulation. The concepts which proved
feasible were Incorporated tnto a preliminary destgn. Phase II of the program
was to use the results of Phase ! to fabricate an electronic control and
conduct bench and engtne tests. Phase III ts a current acttvtty of the pro-
gram which brtngs the adaptive controller tnto a fltght test program. The
ob3ecttve here ls to verify the performance of the adaptive control during
fltght for expected Improvements tn maneuverability, engine control, torsional
stability and pilot workload. In addition, the modern control concept dis-
cussed In the previous sectton w111 also be fltght evaluated.

The Adaptive Fuel Control program has identified significant benefits tn
aglltty and reduced ptlot workload through the use of several dtgttal fuel
control elements for improved rotor speed governing. References 11 to 13
present the results of the program to date. Using combined aircraft and
propulsion control simulations, Improvements In handling qualities and vehicle
performance were noted. For example, significantly reduced rotor speed droop
following power recovery from autorotatlon was shown. Conventional fuel
controls tn rotorcraft have particular trouble with flight profiles that
generate high g fields. A typical example of such a maneuver Is the quick-
turn evasive maneuver. Figure 7 Illustrates the performance of the adapttve
control In comparison to the conventional baseline control for such a man-
euver. The maneuver was performed from level flight at 120 knots. A bank
angle of 60 ° and 2.5 g's were achieved. The crlttcal Issue here ts the engtne
torque recovery when the pilot rolls out of the turn at the 6 second mark.
Stnce collective pitch Is not being modulated and the rotor Is decoupled from
the power turbine, the baseline control has no Information wtth which to
arrest the decay rate of the rotor. A subsequent rotor speed droop occurs to
the detriment of aircraft flytng qualities. The adapttve control, however,
senstng rotor speed decay, tnvokes Its rotor decay anticipation feature to
spool up the engine and provide for a smooth engine torque recovery. Power
recovery ttme delays are eliminated, rotor speed droop and subsequent over-
speed are minimized, and engine torque applications are smooth. Mhen compared
to the baseline case, a significant Improvement In flying quality has been
achteved wtth the adaptive control.

The Adapttve Fuel Control study also identified a significant beneftt from
vartable rotor speed durtng crutse. Rotor speed optlmlzatton was found to
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reduce fuel consumption by 5 to 10 percent for somecrutse conditions. Al-
though the focus of the program Is on tmproved propulsion controls, tt pro-
vtdes a strong basis further work on Integrated flight-propulsion controls.

ROTORCRAF3 INTEGRATED FLIGHT-PROPULSION CON1ROL STUDY

On the basis of the program described above, the next logical step tn the
progression of the programs described above was to constder vehtcles which
wtll have both dtgltal fltght and propulsion controls and to tdentlfy the
ben_ftts tn mtsston performance for a fully Integrated dtgltal flight-
propulsion control system. As a part of satisfying that need, NASA Lewts
contracted wtth Stkorsky Aircraft 01vtslon of Untted Technologies Corporation

to Investigate the beneftts of Integrating the f11ght and propulsion control
systems tn helicopters. The Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter wtth
6eneral Electrtc TTO0 engtnes was used as atyptcal modern rotorcraft for thts
effort because state-of-the-art vehtcle and propulsion simulations were
available for domestic dissemination.

Stkorsky Atrcraft conducted a study whose primary objective was the Iden-
tification of the beneftts associated wtth an Integrated flight-propulsion
control system for rotorcraft. Thts was accomplished by designing such a
system, following appropriate concept screening, then Incorporating and eval-
uating the Integrated control tn a NASA supplled Black Hawk/TTO0 simulation
and further recommending experiments to be conducted by NASA using the VNS at
NASA Ames wtth thetr modified Black Hawk simulation. The work was performed
at Stkorsky Aircraft and was supported by General Electrtc and the Chandler
Evans Dtvtston of Colt Industries. A detatled report wtll be available In the
near future (ref. 14).

Study Summary

An eclectlc approach, taktng the best features of past fltght and
propulsion control concepts, as opposed to a global approach, an approach
whlch considers the system wlthout prior control system knowledge, was taken
tn a study of the Integration of dlgtta] flight and propulsion controls for
helicopters. The basts of the evaluation was a current simulation of the
UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter wtth a model of the 6E TTOO-GE-701 engtne
developed by NASA.

A ltst of segments of flight maneuvers to be used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the resulting Integrated control system was composed based on past
experience and an extensive survey of the recently acqutred U.S. Army Air-to-
Air Combat Test (AAC1) data.

A number of posstble features of an Integrated system were examined.
Those chosen were combtned tnto a destgn that replaced the TTO0 fuel control
and part of the Black Hawk control system. This design consisted of porttons
of an extstlng pragmattve adapttve fuel control destgn by Chandler Evans and
an LOR-based power turbtne speed governor destgn by General Electric. These
destgn features were Integrated with changes tn the basellne Sikorsky f11ght
control system.
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A cursory assessment of the design Is presented here wtth a summary pro-
vided for each of the major elements of the study.

Aircraft Modeling

Atrcraft slmulatlon model. - The mathematical model of the Black Hawk Is a
generalized and modularized analytical representation of a total helicopter
system developed under Slkorsky's Master Generic Helicopter (M6H) system
(ref. 15). It normally operates In the time domain and allows the simulation
of any steady or maneuvering condition whtch can be experienced by a pilot.

The basic model ts a total force, nonlinear, large angle representation In
six rigid degrees of freedom. In addition, rotor rigid blade flapping, lag-
ging and hub rotational degrees of freedom are represented. The latter degree
of freedom Is coupled to the engine and fuel control. Morton In the blade lag
degree of freedom Is resisted by a nonlinear lag damper model.

The total rotor forces and moments are developed from a combination of the
aerodynamic, mass and lnertta loads acting on each simulated blade. The rotor
aerodynamics are developed using a blade element approach. The fuselage ts
defined by stx component aerodynamic characteristics whtch are obtatned from
wlnd tunnel data whlch have been extended analytically to large angles.

The baseline fllght control system for the Black Hawk presented In thts
model covers the primary mechanical flight control system and the Automatic
Flight Control System (AFCS). The latter Incorporates the Stability Augmen-
tation System (SAS), the Pitch Btas Actuator (PBA), the Flight Path Stabili-
zation (FPS) and the stabllator mechanization. The analytical deftnttlon of
the control system Incorporates the sensors, shaping networks, logtc switch-
lng, authority limits and actuators.

Model correlation. - The present M6H representation of the Black Hawk has
been correlated with flight test data (ref. 16). In trim, the small number of
rotor blade segments and lack of detailed corrections prevent lts use for
predicting aircraft performance to wlthln performance guarantee levels.
However, trim attitudes and control positions are adequately forecast. Dynam-
Ically, MGH shows good correlation with aircraft motion taken from fltght test
data. The simulation system Is routinely used for the successful prediction
of design values for primary control systems, SAS, flrst torsional engine/
rotor oscillations and aircraft coupled and uncoupled motions.

Propulsion System Modeling

High-fidelity propulsion system modeltng ts necessary In the Investigation
of Integrated flight and propulsion controls for rotorcraft. Because advanced
propulsion control strategies may Involve monitoring or estimation of tnternal
engine states, an accurate Internal representation of the engine Is required.
The present generation of real-time blade-element rotor hellcopter simulations
such as 6EN HEL, a derivative of M6H models, are able to accurately model
Individual blade dynamics at such a bandwidth necessary for propulsion system
modeling. Becaus.e rotorcraft propulsion system load demand typically varies
from zero power to full power, the model must be valid over the full power
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range of the actual engine. It must also be valld over a complete range of
ambient operating conditions. Engine param- eters of primary Importance to
real-time handllng qualities Investigations Include output torque and dynamics
of the gas turbtnes which are necessary for ptlot sound cueing as well as for
modeltng of power output. Also Important are parameters used by the fuel
control system, such as compressor discharge static pressure and Internal
engtne temperatures. Of somewhat less Importance are the tnternal mass flows,
which may be used to determine proximity to 11mlts such as compressor stall.

Available real-time models are based on s_mple power versus fuel flow
relationships. In more sophisticated models, englne dynamics are based on
experimentally determined partial derivatives of changes of output torque to
changes tn turbine speed and fuel flow. Such models are unsatisfactory be-
cause needed Internal engine states may not be modeled. In addition, dynamic
characteristics of existing models have shown poor results In validation wtth
experimental data (ref. 16). Part_al derivative models tend to be valid only
for a 11m_ted range of operating conditions. Because they are not based on
the physical phenomena whtch they represent, their validity Is always tn
question when used under conditions at which they are not optimized.

A relatively htgh level of ftdellty Is achievable by using an engine model
made up of tndlvtdual engine components, each of which Is modeled based on
phystcal laws relattng the dynamics of mass flow and transfer of energy. Such
component-type simulations are used by engine manufacturers to study the
transient behavior of engines, but they are usually far too complex for use In
real-tlme digital simulation. A component engine model whlch ts simplified
for real-time use Is the most promising alternative to parttal derivative
engine representations. It was therefore chosen In thts study to be appro-
priate for the study of flight and propulsion controls Integration.

In addition to a sophisticated engine model, accurate physical models of
the fuel control system, mechanical actuators and linkages, and the engine
sensors are necessary for a correct representation of closed-loop propulsion
system dynamics, engine protection control, and the effects of modification of
the propulsion system control. Similarly, the vehtcle drive train and acces-
sory loads must be modeled so that an acceptable representation of the power
requirements of the vehtcle Is obtained.

Engtne description. - The engtne modeled, shown tn flgure 8, Is a General
Electrtc T?OO-GE-701, a small turboshaft engine of the 1500 horsepower class
whtch ts used tn the UH-60A Black Hawk and the AH-64 Apache helicopters. It

consists of a ftve stage axtal and a stngle stage centrlfugal flow compressor,
a low-fuel-pressure through-flow annular combustion chamber, a two stage axtal
gas generator turbtne, and a two-stage Independent power turbine (ref. 17).
The ftrst two stages of the compressor use variable geometry Inlet gutde vanes
and stator vanes, and air Is bled from the compressor extt to cool the gas
generator turbine. The power turbine has a coaxial drtveshaft which extends
forward through the front of the engine where It ts connected to the output
shaft assembly.

1he 1700 baseline, or bill-of-material, fuel control system provtdes power
modulation for speed control, overtemperature protection, and load sharing
between engines for multiple-engine Installations. It consists of a hydro-
mechanical control unit (HNU) for fuel metering as a function of schedules of
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gas generator speed and power demand,and an electrical control unit (ECU)
which performs power turbine speed governing and overtemperature protection
(ref. 18). A feed-forward compensation of load demand ts achieved by adjust-
lng the set point as a function of collective control. The compressor var-
Iable geometry ts also controlled as a functlon of Inlet temperature and gas
generator speed. The ECU provides output shaft speed control by driving a
torque motor tn the HHU based on a power turbine speed error signal. The
torque motor, which Is controlled by the ECU, adjusts the HRU fuel demand
downward so that an electrlcal system failure results _n a higher power.
Power turbine Inlet temperature ts also monitored and fuel flow Is reduced
when It exceeds llmlts. Power may also be Increased If torque Is determined
to be lower than that of another engine operating tn parallel.

Engine model. - As a part of ongoing research In turboshaft engine tech-
nology, a component-type mathematical model was developed by NASA Lewis for
real-time hybrid computer slmulatlon (ref. 19). It ls a greatly s_mpllfled
version of the component version of the component-type analys_s program de-
veloped by the manufacturer and, although ttts Inappropriate for engine
development purposes, It ls at a level of sophistication necessary to model
the operating condition of the engine as well as engine transient behavior.
It was chosen to serve as the basis for development of a d_gita] simulation
which _s adequate for use wtth real-time blade-element rotorcraft simulations.

A dtagram of the major components separated by m_xtng volumes ts shown tn
flgure 9. The four major components are separated by fluid mixing volumes.
Each of the flutd mixing volumes ts associated with flow passages wtthtn the
engine where thermodynamic states are quantlflable. States of the gas tn each
control volume are expressed In terms of pressure, temperature and mass flow.
They are determined as functions of energy transfer across each component.
Equations describe each component In terms of the component state, thermody-
namtc states upstream and downstream of the component, energy applled to or
from the component, and efflclencles of energy transfer. Dynamics of the
rotating components are modeled by relating changes of angular rotation of a
given component to tts moment of Inertia and the applied torque. A load from
an external source Is required to determine power turbine and output shaft
speed. Losses associated with fluid dynamic or mechanical processes are
represented by single or multlvartable functions based on previously derived
or empirical data. Inputs to the simulation consist of ambient temperature
and pressure at the Inlet, pressure at the exhaust, and fuel flow.

Modeling slmpllflcattons made in the development of the NASA Lewis hybrid
simulation model were based on a general slmulatlon technique developed at
NASA Lewis (ref. 20) as we]l as experlence with small turboshaft engines.
Power turbine efflclency as a function of Its speed was neglected because, for
the designed use of the model, the power turbine deviates only a few percent
from Its design speed. No modeling of compressor surge, heat soak losses or
exhaust pressure losses was attempted. Linear relationships were used to
describe secondary effects such as bleed flows. Dynamics of the vartable
geometry gulde vanes were assumed to be Instantaneous. A digital program was
then produced using the Continuous System Modeling Program (CSRP) which
accurately reproduced steady-state operation of an experimental test article
operated at NASA Lewis.
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In the development of a real-tlme model, the CSMP model was used as a

basis to develop a program in FORIRAN using real-time digital programming
methods. During the vaIidatlon, It was discovered that the original model

contained too much simplification to correctly model engine dynamics. Con-

sultatlon with the engine manufacturer resulted in the addition of models for

losses caused by heat dissipation within the gas generator and exhaust flow

downstream of the power turbine. A model of power turbine efficiency as a

function of its speed was also found to be necessary to model the low power

closed-loop dynamic response properly. The HMU required the addition of

metering valve and collective anticipation lags, fuel transport delay and

combustor lag, and models of sensor hysteresis. The ECU also required a more

sophisticated model of torque motor dynamics.

Real-tlme implementation of engine model. - Each of the control volumes

within the engine is associated with a temperature, pressure and change of

mass of the air and fuel. During steady-state operation of the engine, a
state of equilibrium exists between the control volumes for each of these

parameters. A change in the state of any control volume creates pressure and

mass flow changes in the other control volumes until a new equilibrium Is

achieved. The dynamics associated with this change are very rapid and there-

fore have a negligible effect on the lower frequency engine and vehicle dy-

namics. Discrete modellng of such high frequency dynamics necessitates step-

ping forward in time with extremely small increments resulting in a high

computation overhead which is unacceptable for real-tlme simulation. A quasi-

static approximation of the volume dynamics of the engine was therefore made.

High-speed dynamics were eliminated by approximating pressures and mass flows

within the mixing volumes to be in equfllbrlum at all times.

Several existing real-tlme and nonreal-tlme computer models of turbojet

engines use the quasl-statlc volume dynamics approximation (refs. 21 to 23).

Methods differ in the application of a numerical scheme which allows an Iter-

atIve convergence to equilibrium with a minimum use of computation time. An

opened iteration scheme is normally used, sometimes in conjunction with a set

of predetermined partial derivatives of engine states. However, an opened

iteration does not allow control of convergence or of the amount of error
produced. A fixed-polnt iteration method was found to meet the requirements

of computational efficiency and small error. A successive overrelaxatlon

technique was used to control the speed of convergence.

Englne model validation. - Steady-state engine performance was verified to

be within normal limits of operation by comparison with the experimental

engine operated by NASA Lewis and with DISCUS. Loading conditions were dup-

licated by using a model of the NASA Lewis test engine dynamometer described

In reference 9. The load is variable based on a simulated collectlve pitch

control input. This input is used to trim the engine at the design shaft

speed for a specified fuel flow. Excellent agreement was obtained with the

manufacturer's model. Gas generator speed was found to have a maximum error

of 1 percent while output torque error Is less than 4 percent. Hot section

temperatures also correlated well with a maximum error In gas generator tur-
bine Inlet temperature of less than l percent with a corresponding error in

power turbine inlet temperature of slightly over 1 percent. Comparison of the

real-tlme model with NASA experlmental engine test resulted in fair agree-

ment. The experimental engine is a prototype model which does not reproduce

specification performance. Real-tlme model turbine speeds were within 3
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percent of the test engtne speeds. However, temperatures at the power turbtne
Inlet were 6 to 7 percent lower than those of the test englne.

Transient operation was validated by comparison to DISCUS-generated time
histories. The control system was disconnected so that transients resulting
from direct fuel flow _nputs could be compared. Under these conditions, large
changes of fuel flow result In large changes of power turbine speed. Power
turbine efficiency ts modeled as a function of Its speed tn the real-time
model only for small speed excursions about the destgn point. Transient data
were therefore received from executions of the manufacturer's program with the
power turbine dynamics suppressed, allowtng power turbine speed to be con-
stant. Output torque was then used as a measure of engine power. Fuel inputs
were applied as _nstantaneous steps.

Results are Illustrated tn ftgures 10 and 11. As shown tn f_gure 10, the
two simulations are tn close agreement for a step increase from mid-power to
high power. Gas generator speed ls overestimated by approximately 2 percent,
due mainly to performance map approximations, whereas the output torque re-
sponses correlate well. Power turbine inlet temperature Is underestimated by
the real-time program. This discrepancy _s a characteristic of the model
which was experienced under a11 validation conditions. Because the error ts
small and dynamic characteristics are retained, the modeling of power turbine
temperature ts considered adequate. Low power engine performance _s shown In
figure 11, which represents a step decrease In fuel flow to below Idle power.
The real-time model torque agatn shows close agreement wlth DISCUS. Gas
generator dynamics are also accurately modeled.

An example of the closed-loop engtne performance with the blade-element
helicopter simulation ts shown tn figure 12. Flight test data obtained from
reference 16 were used as inputs to the real-tlme program and test results are
included for comparison. Turbine speeds and torque output are reproduced
correctly. Discrepancies seen tn fuel flow are attributed to the location of
the sensor used on the test vehicle. This sensor was mounted upstream of the
HNU's sensor and therefore dtd not correctly reproduce the fuel flow tran-
sients.

Integrated Flight-Propulsion Control Design

The following sections highlight each element of the integrated control
design concept and explain tts purpose and the techniques used to integrate
the feature into the overall system. Because the design Is presently a com--
puter simulation, no attempt was made to determine which part of the control
software belongs on whtch processor or the optimal routing of stgnals between
sensors, actuators, and processors that might be applied to a practical flight
vehicle Implementation. Memory requirements and execution speeds were not
considered.

The core of the controller Is a modern control power turbine speed gover-
nor whose reference speed may be modulated by vartous combinations of vari-
ables representing present or anticipated alrframe-englne states. The power
turbtne governor itself consists of a linear quadratic regulator state feed-
back algorithm tn which rotor tip speed ts estimated by a Kalman filter.
Additional adapttve logic is used to anticipate rotor decay and help recovery
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from the declutched state. The traditional collective pltch-to-load demand

spindle input to the fuel control is retained but in digital form. The

equally traditional collective pltch-to-tall rotor collective llnk Is replaced

by a measured engine torque-to-tall rotor collective llnk. An indication of

power available to hover is provided for the pllot. A cue for inhibiting the

application of collective input while the fuel control is on its acceleration

schedule is provided by a logic signal. A variety of collective movements

following engine failure, depending on height and velocity, are available. A

switchable fuel consumption minimizer operating In conjunction with added

loops in the AFCS is also available.

Linear quadratic regulator power turbine speed governor. - The purpose of

a power turbine governor for helicopter applications is to maintain constant

power turbine governor speed in the presence of torque load changes in the
helicopter rotor system. Such governors in the past have used feedback of the

speed error from some reference value to regulate fuel flow to the engines

with an integrator added to the error loop so that the steady-state error

could be removed. This results in a governor that maintains speed at the

reference value (isochronous) under all steady loads, transients loads not

withstanding.

A 11mltatlon on thls form of governor Is caused by the existence of two

torsional resonances in the drive train system. The resonances are caused

physically by the engine and drlve-traln rotational freedom working against

the blade lag freedom. The torsional resonances of the UH-60A articulated

rotor blade/drlve system occurs at a frequency of the order of 2.7 hertz wlth
the torsional resonance of the tall rotor/drlve-traln at about 7 hertz.

The advent of all-dlgltal controls has made the proportlonal-plus-lntegral

governor easier to implement and has opened the door to more sophisticated

mathematical techniques for overcoming the torsional mode problem. Use of

higher order notch filters to attenuate response at the first torsional fre-

quency have been implemented successfully (ref. 24). General Electrlc's

approach in the Integrated control study presented here is to employ a linear

quadratic regulator (LQR) design which allows the bandwidth to be increased
and thus improve the response time of the system.

The LQR technique was used to design the power turbine speed governor and

a Kalman fllter was included in the control system to estimate the helicopter

main rotor blade velocity as one of the states in the design (ref. lO). The

effect of the LQR governor in the frequency domain Is to attenuate the re-

sonant first torsional mode peak.

The LQR governor was analyzed in the frequency domain using standard Bode

plot techniques to determine the system stability margins, speed of response,

and disturbance rejection characteristics. The frequency response of the

closed-loop LQR and T700 baseline systems was calculated for a maln rotor

torque disturbance and a tall rotor torque disturbance to analyze the effects

on power turbine speed and helicopter main rotor speed. The simulated dls-

turbance was a slne-wave frequency sweep. Each disturbance was input sepa-

rately. The response of power turbine speed to a maln rotor disturbance Is

shown for the LQR governor and for the T700 baseline governor in figure 13.

The figure shows that disturbances are rejected better by the LQR power tur-

bine speed governor than by the 1700 baseline governor. The LQR governor
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provtdes adequate phase and gatn margtn for good stability and robustness.
The resonant peak attenuation combtned wtth large phase margtn a]lows the
system gatn to be higher and results tn the Increased bandwidth.

The htgher bandwidth also translates dtrectly Into better performance tn
the tlma domatn. Shown tn ftgure 14 ts a load disturbance tn the rotor system
caused by a simulated wind gust of 40 feet per second over a dtstance of 200
feet. The LOR power turbtne speed governor reduced the speed droop from 3.25
percent to 1.3 percent. The basellne control has several small oscillations
before the system stabilizes. The LOR governor virtually eliminates these
oscillations demonstrating tts better phase margin.

Praqmattc adapttve control elements. - The adapttve fuel control as de-
stgned and currently under development by Chandler Evans Is fully described tn
references 11 and 25.

Ftgure 15 shows a block dtagram of the Integrated control system whtch
Includes the LOR power turbine speed governor, the gas generator acceleration
governor (NO01) and the adapttve elements. The fuel flow features of the
control, other than the LOR governor, dertve from the pragmatic adapttve
system.

The adaptlve features which affect the power turbine set speed In the
Integrated control system are applted to the LOR power turbtne speed set-
point. These features Include rotor decay anticipation, rotor droop recovery,
load factor enhancement, torque shartng, and mtntmum fuel optimization.
Collective rate anticipation was not tncluded stnce the LOR governor had tts
own collective pttch maps.

For the autorotattona] rotor decay anticipation, the adaptive control
provides a flag which signals when the system goes tnto autorotatlon. This
flag ts used by the LOR governor to temporarily convert tt tnto a pro-
porttonal-plus-tntegra] controller with a low gatn stnce the LQR feedback
paths add no Information to the LOR control durtng autorotatton. The autoro-
tatlona] rotor decay anticipator, acting upon the autorotatlon flag, generates
an Incremental power turbine speed reference to the LOR controller to keep the
power turbtne at a htgher acceleration potential so that engagement of the
engtne and rotor wtll occur at a htgher engtne speed and thereby reduce droop.
The effect of thts control element was discussed earlter tn the Adapttve Fuel
Control Program section.

The logtc of the droop compensator subsystem Is to detect that a droop has
occurred and to tnhlbtt the 11kely torque and subsequent speed overshoot that
will follow. This ts accomplished by deliberately delaying the governor
demanded fuel flow. As the droop starts to diminish, a stgnal ts generated
that reduces the power turbtne speed reference, thus, reducing torque load and
speed overshoot.

Three further subsystems can Influence the fuel flow by changing the power
turbine speed reference stgnal tn the LQR power turbtne speed governor. 1he
first ts a dual Installation torque shartng devtce whtch ts the dtgltal equi-
valent of the baseline T700 controller. Thts controller Indirectly speeds up
the gas generator of the low torque engine to match the output of the non-
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degraded engine by applying an Incremental power turbine speed reference
stgnal proportional to the torque error to the lower engine.

The second subsystem ts the mtnlmum fuel consumption optimizer. Thts Is
an extremely simple algorithm which, when switched on In cruise, samples the
fuel flow at Intervals and perturbs the power turbtne speed reference signal
to change the rotor speed. Figure ]6 shows the results achieved by the sim-
ulated RGH Black Hawk system.

The third subsystem ts the load factor enhancement feature. In general,
It Is posstble to increase the aerodynamic load factor capability of a heli-
copter by increasing the rotor speed. Figure 17 shows the order of magnitude
of the effect as predicted by the MGH simulation. The form of thts subsystem
lnvolved ramping an increment In rotor speed reference proportional to pitch
rate and keeping It on for a set time after the load factor ts removed. Thts
tends to keep the engine spooled up for a longer time and thus able to better
deal wtth large torque increases should the rotor pop In and out of an auto-
rotattve state.

The integrated control nominally operates on the LQR power turbine gover-
nor. In extreme maneuvers, tt wtll be ltmtted on the top end by the NSOl
governor and on the low end by the bottom governor and N801 deceleration
ltmtter. On each cycle of the control computer these limits determine the
upper and louer extremes of the allowable fuel flow.

The acceleration schedule ts the usual control which seeks to inhibit
compressor surge by allowing the gas generator to accelerate tn a pre-
prograamed fashion wtth maximum acceleration as a function of gas generator
speed. Chandler Evans has also incorporated their adaptive surge margin
compensation feature which also uses a lagged compressor discharge pressure to
further stabilize surge recovery.

The gas generator topptng speed action simulates the actton of the power
available sptndle In acting as an upper llmlt throttle on gas generator speed
and thus maxtmum engine power output. The intent of thts ltmtter on the
baseline 1700 fuel control ls to glve the pilot some control tf the electronic
function should fail. Its retention tn the integrated control gives stmtlar
control action.

The temperature 11mltlng section Is a straight-forward dlgltal Implementa-
tion of a power turbine Inlet temperature llmtter. A logtc switch, which ts
triggered by the engine-failed status flag of the other engine tn a twtn
engine Installation, can boost the allowable temperature for emergency power
situations.

The lowest output of the above three governor sections is passed to the
gas generator acceleration governor (NO01) section which produces an error
stgnal fro_ the difference between tts integrated value and the sampled gas
generator speed value and then calculates a weighted proportional-plus-
Integral type gatn which tt multiplies by lagged compressor discharge pres-
sure. The resulting fuel flow ts the gas generator fuel flow which Is com-
pared with the LOR power turbine speed governor flow on a lowest-wins basis.
The three components of the gas generator speed governor thus serve as alter-
nate top ltmtts to the fuel flow.
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A prescrlbed deceleration schedule Is provided to ensure sufficient margin
from flame-out. Thts path has an Integrator In It whtch Is controlled by
back-calculation In an exactly similar way to the NDOT governor while It Is
not actually governing the fuel flow. A bottoming governor, which prevents
the gas generator speed from falling below a prescribed self-sustatnlng lower
limit, Is also supplied.

The last two flow limits are compared on a highest-wins basis with the LQR
power turbine speed governor demand. The resulting fuel flow Is the demanded
fuel flow value that Is passed to the stepper motor which regulates very
precisely the pumping of fuel Into the engine. A power turbine speed actuated
overspeed swttch cut-off value is present on the engine side of the stepper
motor to deal wtth runaways such as shaft failures.

Other pragmatic adaptive features. - The flame-out detector relies on the
accuracy and constancy of the relationships between a gas generator deceler-
ation and the gas generator speed at which flame-out occurs and the range of
gas generator decelerations at given gas generator speeds which are part of
normal operations. Figure 18 shows the relationships of the normal deceler-
ations at various gas generator speeds. The detection boundary Is the 11ne
that appears to glve adequate clearance to avoid false signals at legitimate
gas generator decels while giving as much warning as possible.

The power available to hover computation uses nominal maps of corrected
engine torque and power turbine lnlet temperature to calculate the maximum
torque available from the engine. These maps are continually updated to
Include any engine degradation. The torque required to hover Is calculated
from a map of the ratio of hover-torque-required to current cruise torque
versus airspeed as shown graphically in figure 19. Whtle cruising at constant
airspeed, the current cruise torque Is used to determine the torque required
to hover for the current conditions. Maximum torque available is then com-
pared against torque required to hover. A positive difference indicates a
surfeit of torque and a hover Is therefore feasible.

Airframe originated features. - The collective pitch-to-tall rotor col-
lective link has been removed tn the Integrated control in favor of a sum of
engine output torques-to-tall rotor collective link. The ideal link would be

one whtch produces a yawlng moment proportional to the main shaft torque
load. The shaft torque is very difficult to measure and the production of
yawing moment via manlpulatlon of a tall rotor collective pitch mechanism Is
not truly ltnear. The integrated control solution ts to use the sum of the
engine output torques as an approximation to the main rotor shaft torque and
11ve with the nonlinearities inherent In the tail rotor collective yaw con-
trols. Another alternate approach, whlch was outside the scope of this study,
is to consider model-following type control laws wherein rotor torque Is
modeled In a nonlinear mode and Included In the control system In closed-loop
fashion.

Another feature programmed Into the control Is the use of the fuel control
status flag, which indicates that the engine Is on Its acceleration schedule,
to Inhibit the pilot from applying increasing torque loads via the collective
pitch input faster than the engine can absorb these loads without allowing
droop to occur. In the mechanization proposed here, the status flag signals
an electric clutch mechanism on the collective lever which adds retardant
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stick force when the lever ts moved tn the upward or torque Increasing di-
rection. In use, a pilot would pul] collective untt] he felt the force In-
crease and then matntatn a steady pressure whtch would allow the sttck to step
upward tn very small Increments as the controller switched rapidly on and off
the acceleration schedule. The collective pttch control thus Increases at an
optima] rate constrained by constant rotor shaft speed. Figure 20 shows the
response obtatned tn an autorotatlve recovery by simulating the pilot's col-
lective lever pull 11mtter wtth a simple Integrator swttched on and off by the
status flag as tt Indicates being on the acceleration schedule. The response
to the same Input without the lnhlbltor control Is also shown.

The last feature to be considered In atrframe originated Integrated con-
fro1 ttems ts that of automatic control action required under single or dual

engtne failures. Figure 21 Illustrates the response from flight test of a
modern helicopter to a dual engine fatlure at htgh speed stmu]ated by a dual
thrott]e chop. The Black Hawk does not respond anywhere nearly stmllar slnce
the relatively heavy rotor tends to keep the shaft speed htgher and the large
ftn area, coupled with the more effective speed of the tat1 rotor, make the
directional stability much greater. Hence, sldesllp never develops and the
roll response due to the dthedra] effect ts very mild. Since no problem
extsted on the Black Hawk and a change tn rotor mass to provoke the effect
would have a large tmpact throughout the Integrated contro] destgn, no further
studtes were conducted. It seems quite possible, tf needed, the engine flame-
out warning flag could be used at higher airspeeds to Impress a tall rotor
pttch Input early enough to prevent the yaw and consequent rol1 response.

At low speeds, a large part of the prohibited area ts created by the
requirement to allow the pilot ttme to recognize the engtne fatlure and react
to It. The automatic control envisioned would recognize the height-velocity
area !n whtch failures occurred and take appropriate action Immediately on
perceiving the fatlure flag. The app]tcattQn of cycltc and collective would
depend on the area of the altitude-velocity diagram where fatlure occurred.
It would be preprogrammed or possibly use the power-to-hover and performance
mapptng Information of the pragmatic rue] controller to make logical deci-
sions. The sttck would be moved by clutch mechanlsms whtch could be overrtden
by a pl]ot using stlck force alone. The movement-causing forces would be
faded out after several seconds.

Control System Evaluation

The evaluation of the Integrated flight-propulsion control was conducted
tn two phases. The first evaluation, presented here, was accomplished ustng
the MGH slmulatlon facilities at Sikorsky. The second part was to be a pilot-
In-the-loop study on the NASA Ames VRS. At thts wrlttng, the VRS evaluation
has not yet been accomplished.

6enertc mlsston tasks. - A selection was made of simple segments of maneu-
vers that could be reasonably and simply simulated on Slkorsky's RGH simula-
tion of the 1700 powered UH-60A Black Hawk, and that would highlight the
advantages of an Integrated flight-propulsion control system. The ftrst
maneuver segments were the results of gathering comments from pilots and
designers at Stkorsky on the type of maneuvering mentioned above.
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lhe search of the AAC1 data for the integrated control study concentrated

on maneuvers that exhibited a rotor speed excursion of more than 5 percent on

any aircraft which implies a lO percent change in stick sensitivity with

consequent difficulties in pilot control. In this manner, the search and
classification reaffirmed the significance of the first s_lectlons and added

the side acceleration maneuver and the roll reversal maneuver. The final

selections included classic autorotatlve recovery, bob-up and remask, quick-

stop, qulck-turn deceleration, engine failures, side accelerations, and roll
reversals. Most of the results were taken from the AAC1 data and all of the

data were on aircraft other than the Black Hawk. Details of these maneuvers
are given in reference 14.

Evaluation using MGH Black Hawk simulation. - The evaluation was performed
by flying the simulation through the series of maneuvers listed above. In

general, the Black Hawk simulation was flown with the SAS on and FPS off.

Both sub-systems could be expected to be incorporated in a total integrated

control design. With the SAS active, this is a way of acknowledging that

incorporation. The FPS functions of the Black Hawk were largely inappropriate

for this study. The coordinated turn feature was provided by the input maneu-
ver controller. Leaving the FPS feature on caused interference with the

controller so it was turned off for all flights. The attitude hold feature
was the opposite of what was required for the fuel minimization scheme.

Reference 14 contains the time history comparisons of the maneuver seg-
ments simulated, using the base control and the integrated control.

Table I is a summary of the autorotational recoveries in terms of rotor

droop and overshoot speed peaks during the maneuvers.

In summary, the Integrated control is superior only during large split

autorotatlonal recoveries when moderate to slow collective pulls are used in

the maneuver. Small split recoveries from fast to slow pulls do not show any

significant advantage for either control version. However, rotor speed over-
shoot is controlled in a vastly superior manner by the integrated control.

This is due primarily to the LQR power turbine speed governor. Details of the

results of the other maneuver flights are also given in reference 14.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

lhe emergence of digital engine controls in such programs as the Army ATDE

and the parallel development of digital flight controls in the Army ADOCS

program, makes possible the future application of a fully integrated digital

fllght-propulslon control system. Although the mlcroelectronlcs technology
required for integrated control is now available, additional research is

needed to understand the full implications of the technology. The NASA/Army

research program described in this paper is a comprehensive attempt to develop
an approach. The payoff will be a generation of rotorcraft with the maneuver-

ability and agility required for military missions and the superior handling
qualities and low pilot workload needed for all-weather civil missions.

The real-tlme component-type digital simulation of a turboshaft engine

fills a need in the pilot-ln-the-loop investigations involving non-constant

rotor speeds and widely varying rotor loads especially in integrated flight-
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propulsion control applications. Performance-related questions can also be

addressed in real-tlme, lhe model reproduces dynamics associated with gas

generator spool-up or spool-down caused by large changes of power. Engine

degradation is also easily modeled by modifying compressor or turbine flow and

energy functions. The engine control system is separate and may be modified

or replaced depending on user requirements. This capability allows effective

pilot evaluations of new control implementations or of special modes of fuel

control system operation.

The integrated fllght-propulsion control scheme evaluated in this study

was found to be superior to the basic control in most areas. This was in

spite of the fact that the baseline control is already a harmonious match of

engine and airframe which exhibits few of the problems of other aircraft or,
at worst, on a diminished scale as seen in the AACI data.

While flxed-base simulation is a useful tool for the preliminary investi-

gations of control studies such as this, the essence of the evaluation has to
be a motion simulation because the critical factor is the extent to which

rotor speed droop affects control power and how a pilot copes wlth the subse-

quent control problem. To thls end, a simulation experiment on a motion

simulator in real-tlme is necessary.

lhe eclectlc approach of selecting versions of elements already existing

results in many design compromises that should not have to be made. It is

strongly recommended that airframe, engine and controls teams establish a

small integrated design team at the start of a program to deal wlth all

aspects of the required integration concepts using modern integrated control

design methodologies that have emerged in recent times. Variable rotor speed

control, which will require integrated control to be implemented effectlvely,

should also be the object of further study.
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